
At a glance

Location: Munich

Job ID: 35131

Start: Jun 03, 2019

Entry level: Fresh Graduate (without work 
experience)

Type: Full time

Contract: Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the 
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search:

Job ID: 35131
www.infineon.com/jobs

Contact

Klaudia Kornas
Talent Attraction Manager

Am Campeon 1-15
85579 Neubiberg
Germany

Job description
You like to contribute to business success with your strategic and business oriented 
approach? Your goal is not only to understand the numbers, but also the underlying 
relationships? Then you have found the right position! As a Strategic and Financial 
Analyst (f/m/div) you have the opportunity to carry out decision-relevant studies and to 
convert the evaluations into strategic and operative derivations. In this way you help 
us, for example, to increase profitability, enable top-management decision, and give 
insides in semiconductor market development. You will support the Controlling and 
Strategy/M&A departments of the Power Management and Multimarket (PMM) Division 
in a wide range of activities.

In your new position you will take over the following: 

 and  the main  indicators Monitoring reporting financial and market performance
to enable division top management decisions

 from analyzing main  and Matching conclusions market performance indicators
 with bottom up financial planning figures, providing competitor behavior

support to planning units (Business Lines) and disclose potential discrepancies

 and coordinating planning efforts of Guiding division planning processes
Business Lines – strategic as well as operational

 (P&L, Balance Sheet, Cash Flow), disclose Analyzing division financial statements
lacks of profitability, drive conclusions and translate into top management 
reporting

Supporting in strategic M&A projects

,  and  of helpful use cases for existing Developing enhancing rolling out finance IT 
 and introducing new beneficial tool-setstools

Thereby you will work very closely with the CFO of a major Infineon Division 

Profile
You appreciate reliable data and know that it is the basis for long-term entrepreneurial 
success in order to make forecasts for the future. You know how to provide your 
partners and customers with this relevant financial information to support your 
business. It is easy for you to structure topics and effectively share them thanks to your 
excellent communication skills. In discussions you can not only represent your opinion 
steadfastly but also explain it comprehensibly. At the same time you appreciate diverse 
input and respect the viewpoints of others. In a team you always strive for a high 
quality working atmosphere, open cooperation and exchange. 

What makes you a perfect candidate? 

Either a  and a  and degree in economics strong affinity for physics electrical 
, or a degree in physics or electrical engineering and finance engineering

knowledge

First professional experience in  is a plusfinancial controlling or market analytics

 to gain knowledge on  and Fun and passion semiconductor market financial 
 and interest to learn on technical functionality of different driven interrelations

types of semiconductor and the technical background of the semiconductor 
market

Strategic and Financial 
Analyst (w/m/div)*

https://www.infineon.com/jobs


Being able to  with passion and to communicate convey complex financial topics
them in a tangible way to  as well as colleagues without a top management
financial background

Very good  skills, which will be of great use to you in this MS Excel and PowerPoint
task and are also enthusiastic about learning new (finance) IT tools

Excellent  and  language skillsGerman English
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